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Abstract—Recent years have seen a new form of advertisement campaigns emerge: those involving so-called social media influencers. These influencers accept money in return for promoting products via their social media feeds. We gather a large-scale Instagram dataset covering thousands of accounts advertising products, and create a categorisation based on the number of users they reach. We then provide a detailed analysis of the types of products being advertised by these accounts, their potential reach, and the engagement they receive from their followers. Based on our findings, we train machine learning models to distinguish sponsored content from non-sponsored, and identify cases where people are generating sponsored posts without labelling them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Social media has become an active part of billions of people’s lives. Initially intended as a method to interact amongst friends, it has since become a platform used heavily for marketing. This is dominated by players such as Instagram who allow third parties to micro-target adverts at users matching certain criteria. This newfound ability has turned social media into a multi-billion dollar industry. However, in recent years a new breed of social advertisement has emerged. Driven by the rise of social media celebrities, so-called influencers, we have witnessed various companies marketing directly through celebrity endorsements (rather than via official advertisement channels on the platform) [1] [2].

A particularly interesting trend is the rise of nano influencers [3]. These users may only have a small number of followers, but often have reach into highly targeted audiences. This has radically increased the number of accounts actively promoting products, thereby making the industry challenging to regulate. To address this, standards bodies such as the UK’s Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) have created a set of rules asking that such post are explicitly tagged with relevant hashtags (e.g., #ad) [4]. There have been a number of recent studies looking at influencer marketing including interviews with marketers [5], [6] and customers [7].

This paper makes two contributions. First, we present a broad characterisation of influencers on Instagram, and formally quantify their behavioural attributes. To this end, we collect a large-scale Instagram dataset consisting of 12k influencers (§II). We gather both Instagram posts and stories from users who attach advert-related hashtags to their material. With this dataset, we proceed to explore influencer characteristics (§III). We see a range of promotion activity taking place, ranging from “mega” influencers with over 1 million followers to “nano” influencers with as few as 500 followers. We find a range of products being produced with health & beauty taking the top spot, followed by services, clothing and food featuring prominently. Naturally, mega influencers garner the greatest attention, as measured via likes and comments. Yet we find that small “nano” influencers sustain attention more effectively. Then, in our second contribution (§IV), we strive to build automated tools to detect sponsored posts that fail to explicitly tag themselves. We propose a Contextual LSTM Neural Network classifier which considers the text content and other metadata to identify whether a post is sponsored or not. Our findings have important implications for social media companies, marketers, researchers, and regulators wishing to better understand the behaviour of influencers.

II. DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

A. Data Collection

Phase 1: Hashtags. It is first necessary to obtain a large list of influencer accounts. We compile the list by crawling all posts attached to a set of influencer-related hashtags. We turn to the UK’s Advertising Standards Agency [4], which states that influencers should use the #ad, #advert or #sponsored hashtags in any posts that have been paid for. We expand this list with #advertising, #giveaway, #spon and #sponsor [8].

Phase 2: Post & Stories Collection. We then use the official Instagram API [9] to gather all posts and stories that include any of the above hashtags. Note that stories are similar to normal posts, yet they are automatically deleted after 24 hours (akin to Snapchat posts). Hashtag Engine is used [10] with a maximum of 30 unique hashtags. Our crawl for posts and stories ran between Sep 2018 and April 2019. This process identifies 12K accounts.

Phase 3: Account Collection. We next extract all accounts identified from the Phase 2 dataset and begin dedicated monitoring for all posts and stories generated by those users. (i.e.,

1Stories are time limited posts that automatically delete after 24 hours.
influencers). This covers all posts, reactions and stories from those accounts from July 2019 to August 2019. In this step, we collect 19.7K posts, 63K stories, 3.1M comments, and 27M likes (generated by the 12K user accounts from Phase 2). Note that they contain a mix of both sponsored (16%) and non-sponsored (84%) entities. For each post, we collect the image, comments, likes and public profile information. For each story, we collect the equivalent information, although we cannot collect likes (as these are not available in stories). In total, we have 35K posts, 99K stories, 3.1M comments, and 27M likes generated by 12K users.

**Phase 4: Categorization.** Once we have collected the posts and stories, it is necessary to tag which are considered sponsored. We take a simple approach. If a post is tagged with one of the above hashtags, we assume that it is sponsored. In the case of Instagram stories, there is explicit metadata which tells us if it is sponsored (Paid Partnership tag).

**Phase 5: Data Validation.** A natural risk is that a subset of the posts containing the curated hashtags may be generated by users who are not influencers. So, all users with above 10K followers are checked, confirming that they were all correctly tagged as posting sponsored content. We further check 25% (2K) of all influencers with under 10K followers. We find that we the above approach yields 97.6% accuracy: just 48 accounts were incorrectly classified as influencers. Note that the above only checks if a user account has one more truly sponsored posts. To provide further confidence we randomly select 500 influencers and check all of their posts. Around 80% of sponsored-post are correctly classified as the sponsored content. We filter any incorrectly identified influencers.

### III. CHARACTERIZING INFLUENCERS

A. How popular are influencers?

We take inspiration from past work [11], and begin our analysis of influence by looking at follower counts. Fig. 1(a) presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the follower and followee counts of the influencers in our dataset.
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Fig. 1: (a) CDF of followers and followees of all the influencers. (b) CDF of number of followers per account.

Unsurprisingly, we see a sizeable fraction of extremely popular accounts. 35% of users have over 100K followers, and 17% possess over 1M. These conform to the common interpretation of influencers. More surprising is the presence of a long tail: 37% of accounts have fewer than 10K influencers, with 15.5% even having below 1K. At first, we suspected that this may be caused by miscellaneous use of the advert-related hashtags. However, upon manual inspection, we confirm that these are indeed influencers. In other words, influencers are not just celebrities: they appear to encompass a morass of different account types.

**TABLE I: Influencer Profile Characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Influencer Category</th>
<th>#Followers</th>
<th>Avg. follower</th>
<th>Avg. followee</th>
<th>Avg. medianaccount</th>
<th>% of verified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mega</td>
<td>≥1M</td>
<td>5.8m</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>9.1k</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>1M &amp; &gt; 100K</td>
<td>257k</td>
<td>1.3k</td>
<td>3.1k</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>&lt;100k &amp; &gt; 10k</td>
<td>32k</td>
<td>1.9k</td>
<td>1.8k</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano</td>
<td>&lt;10k</td>
<td>1.5k</td>
<td>0.9k</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key profile characteristics of influencers are tabulated in Table I.

We further categorize influencers into 4 distinct categories based on their reach (# followers). This taxonomy underpins our subsequent analysis. We term these nano, micro, macro and mega influencers. Table I presents a summary of these groups. We note that 80% of mega influencers are verified by Instagram, whilst under 5% of nano and micro accounts have a blue verified icon.² Fig. 1(b) presents the CDF of follower counts per-account, broken into these four groups. Naturally, the distributions reflect the split with nano influencers having the fewest followers. For context, a few examples of influencers (top three in terms of followers) from each of the categories are shown in Table II.

**TABLE II: Examples of influencers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>#post</th>
<th>#follower</th>
<th>#followee</th>
<th>#verified</th>
<th>#url</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mega</td>
<td>@lawrence @vanessaalbingram</td>
<td>Fashion</td>
<td>1.3K</td>
<td>36M</td>
<td>1.1K</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>@emilyhendriks</td>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
<td>1.7K</td>
<td>97.9K</td>
<td>7k</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>@akeef</td>
<td>Beauty</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>950K</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nano</td>
<td>@abillarson</td>
<td>Food</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>1K</td>
<td>6K</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Do followers engage with influencers?

Another way to measure “influence” is to inspect engagement levels on a users’ posts, e.g. comments or likes [11].

**Active attention - Comments.** Fig. 2(a) presents the CDF of the received comments per-post for each influencer. We separate posts into sponsored and non-sponsored posts within the influencer timelines. In almost all the cases we observe that sponsored posts receive fewer comments from the users. This difference is even more significant in mega influencers, where sponsored posts gained 10 times fewer comments than their non-sponsored counterparts. The above analysis of absolute counts may give a misleading perspective as influencers with high follower counts will obviously obtain higher comment counts. Hence, we normalize the comment count as a fraction of the follower count, and plot the results in Fig. 2(b). Here, we see rather different trends with nano influencers gaining the most engagement.

Intuitively, comments that are issued shortly after a post is created might be from more engaged users. This confirms similar results to Fig. 2, with Nano influencers gaining posts

²Users on Instagram can get verified badge with as few as 500 followers. However, that account must represent a well-known, highly searched for person, brand or entity [12]
most rapidly than their more popular counterparts. In all the cases, non-sponsored posts gain comments earlier; the most significant difference is for Mega influencers. In the first hour, in Nano, we witness <30% of comments are issued, while this number for Mega is <5%.
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Fig. 3: (a) CDF of number of likes; (b) number of comments performed by each user per-influencer

**Passive attention - Likes**. Fig. 3(a) presents the CDF of the received likes for both sponsored and non-sponsored posts. For Mega influencers, we observe 28% more likes for non-sponsored vs. sponsored posts. This, however, is far less for the other categories (macro, micro, and nano), with an equivalent value of 6%. In fact, we observe that sponsored posts gain marginally more likes than non-sponsored posts for nano influencers (median 56 vs. 47). That said, the categories exhibit broadly similar patterns to that seen in comments (with mega gaining the most and nano gaining the fewest likes in absolute terms). Turning our attention to the normalized like count, we see that again nano influencers get more likes than the other categories.

**C. How often do influencers post?**

Fig. 4(a) presents a CDF plot of the number of sponsored vs. non-sponsored posts, whereas Fig. 4(b) repeats the same for stories. We observe distinct distributions, with most influencers publishing more non-sponsored posts. Only 8.3% of influencers distribute more sponsored posts compared to non-sponsored. On average, 16% of posts are sponsored with just 9.3% of influencers tagging over half of their posts as sponsored. This is anticipated as most influencer guides recommend that users keep the percentage of sponsored posts below 60%, to maintain audience engagement. Subtle differences can also be observed between the different categories of influencer. For example, where the mega influencers on average post the most sponsored posts, they actually post the least non-sponsored posts. In contrast, mega influencers tend to use stories to promote sponsored contents more regularly (compared to macro and micro influencers). For example, ≤21% of Macro and ≤3% of micro influencers publish more than 10 sponsored stories compared to over 30% for mega publishers. In general, we see that influencers across mega, macro and micro category favor the use of stories to promote sponsored content compared to post, possibly because it is cheaper to advertise via stories compared to feeds [13].
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Fig. 4: CDF of the number of posts and stories.

**D. What do influencers promote?**

Finally, we wish to inspect the types of products being promoted by influencers. This can be done via our Instagram stories dataset as each sponsored item is optionally tagged with the category of the advertiser. This is taken from a control set of tags offered by Instagram. We find that this feature is not widely used by influencers, with only 3% stating their product.

Fig. 5(a) presents a CDF showing the number of products promoted by influencers across categories. Most influencers only promote a single product, particularly in the case of micro. We observe that 50% Mega, 58% Macro and 70% Micro influencers promote just a single product. This suggests that influencers tend to focus on a particular product type, likely in their own specialist area. Fig. 5(b) presents the top 20 product types influencers promote. The Y-axis counts the number of unique accounts promoting each type of product. We observe that most publishers tend to advertise products under Health/Beauty (14%), Product/Service (11%) and Clothing (Brand) (11%). Across products we observe...
Fig. 6: A non-declared sponsored post: 1) A verified Mega influencer is promoting. 2) The product is tagged and mentioned. 3) There is no sponsored metadata in the caption. 4) The post received reasonable amount of reactions.

that Mega influencers tend to dominate: they are the major publishers for 77% of product types we identify. This is in sharp contrast to Macro (14%) and for Micro (9%). These findings confirm the intuition that Instagram is dominated by promotions surrounding consumables such as food, retail and beauty. These cover 43% of all adverts.

IV. PREDICTING SPONSORED CONTENT

A. Classifier Design

We take a supervised deep learning approach, as we have a substantial ground-truth (annotated) dataset of sponsored vs. non-sponsored posts.

Dataset. For classification, we use the post dataset described in Section II-A. In total, the dataset consists of nearly 7K sponsored and 27K non-sponsored posts from all groups of influencers. As we are dealing with an imbalanced dataset, we use Random Under-Sampling to reduce the size of the non-sponsored class. Accordingly, we randomly select posts from non-sponsored class and remove them from the training dataset. While selecting the posts, we try to keep the diversity of influencer’s profiles. Finally, we produce a dataset with 14k sponsored posts are published without metadata (not declared sponsored post). Hence, our classification task is limited to differentiating between sponsored and non-sponsored posts from influencers (rather than a more general audience). Based on our observations, the posts in the above dataset can be separated into three sub-populations:

1) Sponsored Post. In a sponsored post, influencers normally try to directly or indirectly advertise a product. By adding sponsored metadata (Section II-A), the post is explicitly declared as an advertisement. We note that the main company is often tagged in the post.

2) Non-Sponsored Post. In contrast to a Sponsored Post, this is a routine post by an influencer which does not include any direct or indirect advertisements.

3) Hidden Sponsored Post. This sub-population is similar to the first (Sponsored Post) except that sponsored metadata (e.g., hashtags) are removed. We remind the reader that the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) [14] advises the use of such hashtags. Despite this, we posit that there is an incentive for influencers to avoid disclosure, as there is greater value in “personal” endorsements. “Hidden Sponsored Post”, “Hidden Advertisement” and ”Non-declared Sponsored Post” terms address the same meaning in this paper.

Feature Engineering & Pre-processing. Table III summarizes the features that are employed. We split the feature list into two main categories: (i) Post features comprise all features that are obtained from the content of the post, e.g. number of likes, the caption. And (ii) Publisher features cover features extracted from the profile of the publisher. For all text-based features such as “post caption” and “post hashtag”, we remove all punctuation marks, stopwords and convert them to lowercase characters. Words are stemmed to reduce to their root forms.

TABLE III: Feature Set Used for Classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>post caption</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>number of followers</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post hashtag</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>number of followees</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of likes</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>length of biography</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of comments</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>profile biography</td>
<td>text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length of caption</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>is verified</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of hashtags</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>external URL exist</td>
<td>numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of mentions</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of tagged users</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model Architecture & Performance. Next, we propose a Contextual LSTM Neural Network architecture and we compare the result with a Random Forest classifier. Post metadata can enrich the information available for classification. So, to build the model, we combine the text with other metadata features (Table III). First, we tokenize text metrics (e.g. caption and hashtag) using the Keras Tokenizer Class [15] and then the result is fed to the LSTM layer which outputs a 64-dimension vector. Next, we attach numerical metadata (post and profile features) to this vector and pass it through 2 ReLU activated layers of size 128 and 64. Finally, it connects to an output layer that predicts the label. We use TensorFlow, Keras, and Scikit-learn libraries, and we run them on Google Colab. Also, we use a random split of 80% (training set) and 20% (test set) and to avoid overfitting, we use 10-fold Cross-validation. For our labelled data, we observe high performance, with positive results across both classifiers. Our Contextual LSTM Classifier enhances the performance by nearly 5% (89% of accuracy).

TABLE IV: Classifier Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contextual LSTM</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Results

The results are shown in Table IV. We believe some influencers do not declare sponsored posts with defined metadata (II-A), so, we use the trained model on the non-sponsored posts (which are not used in the training). This part includes nearly 20K posts from all 4 groups of influencers.

Results Summary. Our model detects that 17.7% sponsored posts are published without metadata (not declared as sponsored) which is approximately 3.8K posts across all influencers. We see a noticeable set of hidden sponsored posts, particularly for Micro and Nano influencers. Nano with 18%, micro with 21%, and macro with 11% of shared posts,
advertise almost 4 times more than Mega. In detail: (1) **Mega:** Nearly 29% of Mega influencers publish one non-declared post. Out of 3K non-sponsored posts, 4.3% are detected as hidden advertisement entities. (2) **Macro:** 57% of Macro influencers have one hidden sponsored post. 13% of 3.6K non-sponsored posts are recognised as hidden advertisements. (3) **Micro:** is the largest group in terms of publishing non-declared advertisements. 78% of Micro influencers publish one sponsored post. 24% of the 5K non-sponsored content is detected as hidden advertisements. (4) **Nano:** More than 70% of nano influencers publish at least one non-declared advertisement. From 9.7K non-sponsored posts, 20% are detected as hidden advertisements.

**Validation.** To validate the above results, we manually validate 50% of the detected posts to confirm they are hidden sponsored posts. Across the identified content, we witness in 81% of posts, influencers are confirmed as promoting products, 11% are incorrect, and in 8% we are not able to verify they are commercial or not. This confirms that our model is effective at identifying influencer posts.

**Post Caption** holds the most valuable information of the post in the shape of the text (Fig. 6). Often the text includes details of products, promotions, names, etc. and encourages users to perform an action. An action could be to buy something, follow a page, join a competition, install an application, use a specified hashtag, etc. We also notice a peculiar way of writing the text or using keywords as follows. If X represents a product or producer: (i) the caption includes X as raw text in 94% of the sponsored posts. (ii) Also X is mentioned (followed by @ sign and becomes blue) in 91% of the posts. (iii) The caption could contain particular sentences such as “thank you X”, “many thanks to X”, “X from this page”, “my top choice is X”, “go and follow X”, etc. This happens in 78% of the sponsored posts. (iv) We observe call-to-action keywords such as “link in bio”, “download it”, “watch my story”, “Use discount code” and “comment/like to win” in 53% of the posts.

**Post Hashtag** is the next leading text feature which generally includes valuable information about the product and its producer. Influencers may use one or more hashtags for the corresponding product (Fig. 6). For example, if #outfit is the main hashtag representing the product, we also observe #outfitday, #outfit, #bestoutfit, #trendyoutfit, #outfitstyle, etc. In 97% of the sponsored posts, the name of the product or producer (or both) is listed as a hashtag. Hashtag count also helps differentiate sponsored content. Sponsored posts one to get hashtags trending, or (ii) to get more visibility in Instagram explorer, or (iii) to be easily found in search results, regularly have longer hashtag length.

**Profile Biography** is another feature that improves the accuracy of our classifier. In general, influencers usually put relevant information in their profile biography (which could be temporary): (i) In 63% of the biographies, information such as “sponsor info”, “campaign details” or “promotion code” exists as raw text. (ii) In 54% of the profiles, influencers put sponsor “hashtag(s)” (which becomes blue) or mention “product/producer page” (followed by @ sign). (iii) In 34% of the profiles, there is a call-to-action phrase with special keywords such as “follow”, “buy”, “sale”, “watch”, “join”, “check out”, “promotion”, “more info” etc. (iv) Profiles may include an External URL (in 21% of the profiles) or YouTube link (in 11% of the profiles), which redirects users to the main product webpage, producer website, or full YouTube review video. Biography length is also helpful as influencers who do promotion usually have (i) promotion codes, (ii) sponsor contact detail, and (iii) product-related hashtags on their biography (longer biography).

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This paper has performed the first large-scale analysis of influencer behaviour on Instagram. Rather than solely discovering “celebrities”, our methodology has exposed a large array of influencer types, including highly targeted nano influencers. We have further trained a DNN model to classify posts as sponsored, allowing us to identify seemingly sponsored posts that are not properly declared. As influencer income is taxable, we note that this may have financial ramifications that go beyond the issues of deceiving consumers.
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